What’s New With Threads?

STITCH of the Month

Rainbow Gallery
Crystal Braid is a new thread from
Rainbow Gallery. It is another metallic thread with a difference. It
reminds me of the Renaissance
Designs Threads in the final effect,
but it stays together much more
securely while stitching! Currently it
is available in an assortment of pastel
metallic shades. Coverage is perfect
on 18ct.
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They have also added eight new
Petite Sparkle Rays to the assortment.
Brown Paper Packages
Brown Paper Packages is the manufacturer of one of our favorite threads
- Silk & Ivory. They also produce
another thread called Trio. It’s just
like Silk & Ivory, but thinner. So
even more perfect for stitching on
18ct canvas! We will be stocking all
the colors in this thread just as soon
as they are available, so watch the
wall grow!
Kreinik Manufacturing
Kreinik has introduced a new range
of metallic colors, Fantasy Threads.
The colors include Brass Key, Pixie
Dust, Dragonfly, Love Potion, Gold
Coin, Ore, Brocade, Leprechaun,
Mermaid, Knight, Elfin Green and
Shamrock. Are you getting ideas of
where to use these wonderful colors?
The names tell the story. All are currently available in Tapestry (#12)
Braid and Medium (#16) Braids.

The Woven Ribbons Stitch is one of my favorites. It looks exactly as
the name implies like woven ribbons. It covers quickly, and it relatively
easy to compensate. It does create a strong pattern so use it where you
want a touch of drama and elegance.
Begin with the long verticals diagrammed in black. Lay your stitches
smoothly. The use of a laying tool will help control your threads. Once
this step is complete, go back and fill in the remaining small vertical
stitches.
The combinations of threads for this stitch are endless. You can work the
entire pattern in one thread which will create a very subtle pattern.
Consider two threads of the same color but different textures. Use
Rainbow Gallery Splendor or DMC embroidery floss for the main stitches and Pearl Cotton for the small accents. Now it is starting to look like
exquisite brocade. For a little more pizazz, work the small accent stitches
in metallic or a contrasting color.
You could even stitch the ribbons in two different colors. All ribbons
that angle this way, in color #1 and those that angle the opposite direction, in color #2. Keep in mind, this will give you a very busy pattern,
but perhaps this is just what you need for a little girl’s skirt or Santa’s
coat. When in doubt, test out your idea in the margin of your canvas or
on a scrap. You may be surprised at what develops.
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